Thank You for Purchasing kuniokoa™
The World’s Most Fuel-Efficient, Natural-Draft Firewood Rocket Stove

Made in Kenya by BURN Manufacturing, kuniokoa (“wood saving” in Swahili) is the world’s most fuel-efficient firewood rocket stove¹. Born-and-bred in Africa, and used daily by consumers in some of the world’s most demanding cooking environments, kuniokoa’s durable, proven construction will provide you with years of use and enjoyment.

Produced in Sub-Saharan Africa’s only solar-powered clean cookstove manufacturing facility, BURN stoves provide more than cooking solutions. They save lives.

Since 2013, we have produced and sold hundreds of thousands of charcoal- and wood-burning stoves which have transformed the lives of millions of people in developing nations.

In countries where consumers rely on wood fires for their daily cooking needs, kuniokoa offers a 55 percent savings on fuel expenses, which is money they can apply to other basic household needs, such as food, education and transportation. Kuniokoa also reduces harmful wood stove emissions by 72 percent, which translates into dramatically lower levels of household smoke and corresponding medical conditions that can cause serious health issues, even death.

With this purchase, you’ll not only enjoy years of clean-burning cooking, but you will help BURN realize our vision of a world where cooking protects lives and forests. One where people do not become ill, financially impoverished or die simply from making family meals. A world where natural environments are not destroyed at unsustainable rates to supply cooking fuel. And one where clean energy products redefine lives, homes and communities in remarkable ways.

To help ensure your kuniokoa’s top performance, please follow the lighting, usage and cleaning instructions on the other side. And be sure to follow BURN’s latest developments at: www.burnstoves.com

Thanks for joining us on this life-saving journey!

¹ University of Washington Cookstove Testing Lab
**HOW TO USE YOUR KUNIOKOÀ™**

**LIGHTING KUNIOKOÀ™**

1. Unfold the wood shelf
2. Add small firewood splinters or dry twigs from the top
3. Insert lit paper through the feed door
4. When firewood splinters are lit, insert a few pieces of firewood through the door

**REGULATING FIRE POWER**

- **HIGH FIRE:** Insert more firewood quickly
- **LOW FIRE:** Add less firewood

**!** Adding excess firewood will create smoke

**USING THE ASH TRAY**

1. Raise the wood shelf gently
2. Pull out the ashtray
3. Empty the ash

**CLEANING, MAINTENANCE & STORAGE**

- Empty the ash
- Wipe with a dry cloth
- Fold the wood shelf back when storing

**!** Do not use steel wire to clean
**!** Do not pour water on kuniokoà™
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